January 28, 2021
Christopher Kirkpatrick, Secretary
Commodity Futures Trading Commission
Three Lafayette Centre
1155 21st Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20581
https://comments.cftc.gov/PublicComments/CommentForm.aspx?id=5203
Re:

CFTC Review of RSBIX NFL Futures Contracts Proposed by Eris
Exchange, LLC

Dear Mr. Kirkpatrick:
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission (“CFTC” or “Commission”) “Questions on the Eris Exchange, LLC
(“ErisX”) RSBIX NFL [National Football League] Futures Contracts for Public
Comment.”1
The Eris Exchange has the name of the Greek goddess of discord, mother of
famine, murder, fights, lies, and ruin;2 she rolled a golden apple into a wedding feast and
set off the Trojan War.3 The name is appropriate. Sports gambling and illegal sports
bookmaking are foundational tools for organized crime.4 Eris claims that access to its
NFL contracts will be limited, but there is no effective way to stop the allowed
participants from acting as undisclosed agents or nominees for gambling retail
participants and illegal sports betting bookmakers. Reducing risks through hedging
enhances the ability of any business to succeed. Giving illegal bookmakers, known as
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“bookies,” a futures contract to layoff their risks likewise would enhance their ability to
succeed. Therefore, authorizing these instruments would help criminals succeed, and
along with that criminal success inflict upon the public more of all of the harms that
accompany illegal gambling, including money laundering, loan sharking, extortion, and
broken families. This result would be contrary to the public interest.
The CFTC’s numbered questions with regards to the Eris’s RSBIX NFL futures
contracts are set forth below with my responses.
1. Do any of these contracts involve, relate to, or reference gaming as described in
Commission regulation 40.11(a)(1)?
Yes, all these contracts do so.
When it promulgated 17 C.F. R. §40.11, the CFTC noted “that its prohibition of
certain ‘gaming’ contracts is consistent with Congress’s intent to ‘prevent gambling
through the futures markets’ and to ‘protect the public interest from gaming and other
events contracts.’ ... [the Congressional Record] emphasized that the Commission ‘needs
the power to, and should, prevent derivatives contracts that are contrary to the public
interest because they exist predominantly to enable gambling through supposed event
contracts.’”5 The legal standard is not whether gambling or gaming is illegal; rather
gaming, period- “involves, relates to, or references ... gaming”.
That these contracts involve, relate to, and reference sports gambling is clear in
their very names - Eris’s proposed contracts are called “moneyline,”6 “point spread,”7 and
“over/under”8 - terms of sports gambling and in fact the three main types of illegal sports
bets.9 “Bookies.com” reports that “Moneyline betting is the purest form of wagering.”10
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Furthermore, according to the National Football League, football is a “game.”11
“In the United States, football – both college and pro – is the gambler’s favorite sport.”12
Therefore, the Eris NFL futures contracts clearly involve, relate to, and reference
gaming, and, in each instance, both gambling and the game of football. In its December
14, 2020, letter to the CFTC,13 Eris “certifies that the listing of the Contracts complies
with the Act and the rules thereunder.” Eris’s certification appears false on its face.
2. Do any of these contracts involve, relate to, or reference “an activity that is
unlawful under any State or Federal law” as described in Commission
regulation 40.11(a)(1)?
Yes. All of these contracts involve, relate to, and reference sports gambling, an
activity that is unlawful in about half of the United States.14 The decline in enforcement
of anti-gambling laws15 does not make illegal gambling any less illegal. The American
Gaming Association estimated that more than $150 billion is unlawfully wagered every
year on sports gambling in the United States.16
3. ErisX has proposed to restrict participation in the futures contracts. If such
contracts are determined to involve, relate to, or reference gaming or an activity
that is unlawful under any State or Federal law, are ErisX’s proposed
participation restrictions relevant to the Commission’s determination of
whether one or more of the contracts serve an economic purpose and thus may
impact the Commission’s determination on whether such contracts are contrary
to the public interest? If so, how should such restrictions impact the
Commission’s determination of whether one or more of the contracts serve an
economic interest and thus may impact the Commission’s determination on
whether such contracts are contrary to the public interest?
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No, the purported restrictions are irrelevant. The restrictions do not change
whether any of the proposed contracts “involves, relates to, or references ... gaming.” In
any case, the participant restrictions are effectively unenforceable by the CFTC, as the
CFTC would have to rely on Eris, which has already shown itself dishonest with the
CFTC by its false certification of compliance with CFTC rules. Even if the participant
restrictions were enforceable, each of the restricted participants then would need to be
policed to prevent them from acting as undisclosed agents or nominees for ineligible
participants.
4. In determining whether any of these contracts falls under the prohibition
pursuant to Commission regulation 40.11(a)(1) as an activity that is unlawful
under any State or Federal law, to what extent should the Commission be
influenced by whether all states’ laws permit gaming (including sports gaming),
and/or by the prohibition of interstate betting under Federal law?
None at all. Article IV §1 of the U.S. Constitutions requires that “Full Faith and
Credit shall be given in each State to the public Acts ... of every other State.” The CFTC
may not ignore the laws of any state that make sports betting illegal.
Even in states that have legalized sports gambling, there is and still will be illegal
sports gambling,17 which these contracts would encourage, against the public interest,
were the CFTC to approve them.
Finally, the standard of 17 C.F.R. §40.11(a)(1) is “gaming”, not “illegal gaming,”
so, even if gambling was legal in every state, the contracts would still be prohibited under
17 C.F.R. §40.11(a)(1).
5. Could the trading of these contracts that involve sports gaming create incentives
to influence the outcome of a sporting event or other outcomes related to sporting events? What mechanisms would be available to the Commission or to the
DCM to surveil for, and guard against, manipulation of these contracts through
manipulation of sporting events or other outcomes related to sporting events?
Yes, trading of these contracts would create incentives to influence the outcome
of sporting events. Players could be bribed by holders of positions in these contracts to
throw games, which gamblers have done.18 NFL team players, game fixers, and bookies
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could hold positions through “eligible” participants acting as undisclosed agents or
nominees, and even without that occurring, the eligible participants would have economic
incentives to bribe players to achieve payoffs. There are no adequate surveillance
mechanisms available to the CFTC. There are many sports gambling scandals,19 and the
CFTC should not offer up the futures markers as a venue for future scandals. Failure to
detect a major future scandal using the Eris contracts could lead to public outcry, fairly or
unfairly, against the CFTC. The CFTC should not risk its hard-won reputation by
exposing itself to such corruption and scandal. Such a scandal could taint all futures
contracts, which some already decry as disguised gambling,20 potentially leading to
reactive changes in law that could deprive legitimate, lawful businesses from access to
futures markets, a result that would be contrary to the public interest.
6. What factors should the Commission consider in determining whether these
contracts are “contrary to the public interest”?
As noted above, sports gambling and illegal sports bookmaking are foundational
tools for organized crime. Organized crime uses sports gambling to build other illegal
activities, including money laundering,21 extortion, game-fixing, usury,22 and
story.html; Encyclopedia Britannica, Black Sox Scandal.
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corruption,23 and to infiltrate and control legitimate businesses.24 Gambling causes social
harm.25
The availability of hedging instruments, including those traded in public futures
markets, is an essential business tool for businesses needing to mitigate risks.26 By
Section 745 of the Dodd-Frank Act, as implemented in part by 17 C.F.R. §40.11(a), the
CFTC is restricted in making such tools available “because”27 doing so could help those
involved in terrorism, gaming, and illegal activity. The standard of the rule and the law is
not whether the company trading the instrument is itself involved in the illegal activity; it
is whether there is any involvement with, relationship to, or reference of those activities
by the instrument. The CFTC does not need to show that the trader is engaged in the
illegal activity. The standard includes that the contract could hedge that illegal activity.
If a futures exchange offered a contract in suicide bomb vests and told the CFTC,
“it’s no problem, terrorists aren’t eligible to trade them,” whether or not the exchange
succeeded in keeping the terrorists from trading through eligible participants acting as
undisclosed agents, terrorists would be helped by establishment of a liquid market and
market price for suicide bomb vests.
That is what the Eris contracts would do for organized crime. It would give
illegal bookies a futures contract to layoff their risks by using the futures markets for
layoff betting.28 Just as the ability to hedge promotes the stability of legitimate
organized crime activities, people who place wagers with illegal sports betting operations may be at risk of
extortion and violence, which bookmakers may use to collect debts.”
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businesses, the ability to hedge will promote the financial stability and economic success
of these illegal businesses. Authorizing these instruments would help criminals, and
increase all of the harms that accompany illegal gambling and organized crime becoming
more profitable by the criminals’ ability to hedge the risks of engaging in illegal
gambling. This is contrary to the public interest and therefore prohibited under 17 C.F.R.
§40.11(a)(2).
Conclusion
For the reasons set forth above, the CFTC should deny certification of the Eris
NFL gambling futures contracts, and investigate all companies and individuals who may
have violated applicable law and CFTC rules in connection with Eris’s conduct in this
matter. The CFTC should consider that the contempt Eris has shown for CFTC rules in
its self-certification of these contracts could indicate contempt for other CFTC rules.
Yours truly,

Jeremy D. Weinstein
cc:

Congressman Mark DeSaulnier
Financial Times

Law Review 654, 655-56 (1963) (“Lay-off Betting. Every bookmaker from time to time gets more action
on a particular horse or a particular sporting event that he can handle. The losses, in case the bettor wins,
may be too great for the individual bookmaker. Like any businessman, therefore, the bookmaker tries to
reinsure himself against large losses through the mechanics of lay-off betting. The risks of too great losses
are spread through several layers of the bookmaking hierarchy. The top echelons of the hierarchy may take
an additional step to insure themselves against too large losses. They may at the last minute bet substantial
sums on the horse on which they have large bets (this is so-called comeback money). In this way, if a horse
wins, they will have considerable moneys from the track with which to pay off bettors.”).
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